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Abstract—We propose a probabilistic handshake mechanism
for all-to-all broadcast coded slotted ALOHA. We consider a
fully connected network where each user acts as both transmitter
and receiver in a half-duplex mode. Users attempt to exchange
messages with each other and to establish one-to-one handshakes,
in the sense that each user decides whether its packet was success-
fully received by the other users: After performing decoding, each
user estimates in which slots the resolved users transmitted their
packets and, based on that, decides if these users successfully
received its packet. The simulation results show that the proposed
handshake algorithm allows the users to reliably perform the
handshake. The paper also provides some analytical bounds on
the performance of the proposed algorithm which are in good
agreement with the simulation results.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Vehicular communications (VCs) is presently one of the
most challenging problems of communication engineering.
Its deployment will enable numerous applications, such as
intelligent transportation systems, autonomous driving,and,
most importantly, traffic safety. VCs entails a number of
challenges, such as all-to-all communication, high mobility
networks with rapidly changing topologies and a large number
of users, and poor channel quality. These challenges require
new ideas and designs at the physical and the medium access
control (MAC) layers. The main requirements for VCs are high
reliability and low latency. Furthermore, the aforementioned
challenges prohibit the classical use of acknowledgementsin
the form of additional signaling.

A novel MAC protocol called all-to-all broadcast coded
slotted ALOHA (B-CSA) was proposed by the authors in [1],
which was shown to be able to satisfy the reliability and
latency requirements in rough conditions of vehicular net-
works under a set of idealized assumptions, such as perfect
interference cancellation. Originally proposed for a unicast
scenario, coded slotted ALOHA (CSA) can provide large
throughputs close to those of coordinated schemes [2], [3].
Different versions of CSA have been proposed (see [4] for
the most recent review). All of them share a slotted structure
borrowed from the original slotted ALOHA [5] and the use of
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successive interference cancellation. The contending users in-
troduce redundancy by encoding their messages into multiple
packets, which are transmitted in randomly chosen slots. In
the unicast scenario, the base station (BS) buffers the received
signal, decodes the packets from the slots with no collision
and attempts to reconstruct the packets in collision exploiting
the introduced redundancy. A packet that is reconstructed is
subtracted from the buffered signal and the BS proceeds with
another decoding round.

In contrast to classical CSA, where a BS is the intended
recipient of the messages, in B-CSA each user acts as both
receiver and transmitter. Every user is equipped with a half-
duplex transceiver, so that a user cannot receive packets in
the slots it uses for transmission. This can be modeled as a
packet erasure channel [6] and it affects the design and the
performance analysis as compared to classical CSA.

Whereas B-CSA can provide high reliability, the rear com-
munication failure events may be extremely costly in safety
applications. Since providing error-free communication under
the described conditions of VCs is not possible, one may
attempt to detect communication failure events to use this
information in the application level. For instance, consider
the scenario where two usersA and B are heading towards
each other. IfA receives a message fromB and obtains the
information thatB failed to receive its message,A can take
extra precautions to avoid collision withB. In this paper, we
propose an algorithm to obtain this information based on the
by-product of decoding, i.e., no extra signaling is used by the
users. In particular,A uses the knowledge ofB’s transmissions
to detect thatB failed to resolveA.

The problem studied in this paper resembles the one of
handshake used for establishing connections in connection-
oriented protocols. In transmission control protocol (TCP), a
three-way handshake is used by a pair of users to exchange
their messages and to acknowledge that the messages were
received [7]. If the messages in the TCP level are exchanged,
then the handshake is always performed successfully. In the
proposed algorithm, however, the decision about successful
handshake can be in error, which indicates its probabilistic
nature.
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Fig. 1: Users’ transmissions in a B-CSA system within one frame.
Shaded rectangles represent transmitted packets.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, we first describe how encoding and decoding
are performed in B-CSA. Based on that, we describe the
proposed handshake algorithm.

A. Coded Slotted ALOHA

We consider a fully connected network withm users that
want to communicate between each other over a shared
medium. We focus on the exchange of cooperative awareness
messages (CAMs) [8] used for safety applications, which are
transmitted periodically by each user. The transmission period
is calledframe and it is divided inton slots of equal duration.
Users are assumed to be frame-synchronized by means of
Global Positioning System (GPS). Each user maps its message
to a physical layer packet and repeats itl times (l is a random
number chosen based on a predefined distribution) in randomly
chosen slots, as shown in Fig. 1 for a system with 6 users
and 7 slots. Such a user is called a degree-l user. Every
packet contains pointers to its copies, so that, once a packet
is successfully decoded, full information about the location of
the copies is available.

Under the assumptions described in the following, the
system can be analyzed using the theory of codes on graphs
on the binary erasure channel (BEC). Each user corresponds
to a variable node (VN) in the bipartite graph and represents
a repetition code, whereas slots correspond to check nodes
(CNs) and can be seen as single parity-check codes. In the
following, users and VNs are used interchangeably. An edge
connects thejth VN to the ith CN if the jth user transmits
in the ith slot. For the example in Fig. 1, the corresponding
bipartite graph is shown in Fig. 2(a). A bipartite graph is
defined asG = {V , C, E}, whereV , C, and E represent the
sets of VNs, CNs, and edges, respectively.

The performance of the system depends on the distribution
that users use to choose the degreel or, using graph terminol-
ogy, on the VN degree distribution

λ(x) =

q
∑

l=0

λlx
l, (1)

wherex is a dummy variable,λl is the probability of choosing
degreel, andq is the maximum degree, which is often bounded
due to implementation constraints.
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(c) Intermediate graphA′′ reconstructed by userA and slots with residual
interference (marked with gray).
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(d) Intermediate graphA′ reconstructed by userA excluding slots with
residual interference.
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(e) GraphA reconstructed by userA (including userA’s slots).
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(f) Induced graphAB for userB based onA. AB(A) = 1.
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(g) Induced graphGB for userB. GB(A) = 0.

Fig. 2: The graph evolution over the course of the handshake al-
gorithm. Circles represent users (VNs) and squares repre-
sent slots (CNs). The example corresponds to the outcome
g = [1, 1, 0] (see Section II-C).



Users buffer the received signal whenever they are not
transmitting. The difference between classical CSA and B-
CSA is illustrated in the example of Fig. 2. The entire graph
G is available to the BS in CSA (Fig. 2(a)). For a generic user
A in B-CSA, the part of the graph that corresponds to userA’s
transmissions is not available to it due to the half-duplex mode.
Thus, this part of the graph shown with gray in Fig. 2(b). The
available part of the graph is called theinduced graph and is
denoted byGA. The received signal buffered by userA in slot
i is

yi =
∑

j∈Ui

hi,jaj , (2)

whereUi ⊂ U is the set of users that transmit in theith slot,U
is the set of all users,aj is a packet of thejth user inUi, and
hi,j > 0 is the channel coefficient. A slot is called asingleton
slot if it contains only one packet. If it contains more packets,
we say that a collision occurs.

When decoding, userA first decodes the packets in singleton
slots and obtains the location of their copies. Using data-aided
methods, the channel coefficients corresponding to the copies
are then estimated. After subtracting the interference caused
by the identified copies, decoding proceeds until no further
singleton slots are found.

The performance parameters of B-CSA are defined as
follows. The channel load is defined asg = m/n. The average
number of users that are not successfully resolved by userA,
termedunresolved users, is denoted byw̄. The reliability is
measured by means of the average packet loss rate (PLR),
p̄ = w̄/(m − 1), which is the probability of a user to be
unresolved by userA.

B. Probabilistic Handshake

One of the main differences of CSA compared to actual
codes on graphs is that, in CSA, the graph is not known to
the decoder a priori and the decoder reconstructs it while
decoding. We use this reconstructed graph to perform the
handshake. Without loss of generality, we concentrate on the
handshake between usersA andB.

We first introduce the necessary notation to describe the
proposed handshake algorithm. Given a particular realization
of the graphG with m VNs andn CNs generated randomly
using the distributionλ(x), the reconstruction of the graphG
obtained by userA after decoding is denoted byA. We recall
that the induced graph for userA is denoted byGA. With a
slight abuse of notation, if userB is resolvable by userA
based onGA, we write GA(B) = 1 and we writeGA(B) = 0
otherwise. Using this notation, the PLR can be written asp̄ =
Pr {GA(B) = 0}. AB denotes the graph that userA obtains
after removing userB’s slots from the reconstructed graphA.
Hence, we writeAB(A) = 1 if user A concludes that userB
resolves it using the reconstructed graphA.

For the example in Fig. 2, userA uses the induced graph
GA shown in Fig. 2(b) for decoding. However, userA may not
be able to fully reconstructG. In fact, userA can only resolve
usersB and E. UsersD and F cannot be resolved because
they form a so-calledstopping set, a harmful graph structure

that makes decoding fail. A stopping set is a subset of VNs
of non-zero degreesS ⊂ V where all neighboring CNs ofS
are connected toS at least twice [9].

After decoding, userA reconstructs the graphA′′ shown
in Fig. 2(c). Additionally, userA obtains the knowledge that
slots 5 and 7 belong to a stopping set. It is worth noting
that this is a stopping set from userA’s perspective and not
necessarily a stopping set in the original graphG. Nonetheless,
userA assumes that these slots cannot be used for decoding
by any other user. Therefore, userA removes these slots, as
well as all the edges connected to them, to obtain the graphA′

shown in Fig. 2(d) (the removed slots and edges are shaded).
As the the last step to reconstructG, userA adds itself as

a VN to the graphA′ and connects it to the corresponding
CNs. The reconstruction of the graphA is shown in Fig. 2(e).
Since userA does not know who exactly transmitted in slots
1–3, these slots are shown with gray. UserA uses this graph
to run the decoding on behalf of other users, e.g., Fig. 2(f)
shows the graphAB that userA uses for decoding on behalf
of userB. In this case,AB(A) = 1. However, in reality user
B usesGB for decoding and its true outcome isGB(A) = 0.
Therefore, userA makes an erroneous decision about userB’s
awareness of userA, which happens due to partial knowledge
about the slots userA uses for transmission.

C. Handshake Outcomes

If user A is in a stopping set contained in the original
graph G, then it will not be resolvable by any other user
in the network. UserA has no means to learn about this
since this information is contained in the slots that it uses
for transmission. Hence, userA can never be sure about
its successful handshake decision. To describe the possible
outcomes of the handshake algorithm and analyze their proba-
bilities, we introduce the vectorg = [GA(B), AB(A), GB(A)].
If user A fails to resolve userB, i.e., GA(B) = 0, with a
slight abuse of notation we say thatAB(A) = x, meaning
that A cannot perform a handshake withB. All possible
outcomes with the corresponding probabilities are summarized
in Table I. In the table,p1 is the probability that userA
successfully detects communication failure at userB’s side.
p2 is the probability that userA fails to detect communication
failure at userB’s side and erroneously assumes that user
B successfully receives its packet.p5 is the probability of
correct handshake.p3 andp4 are auxiliary probabilities, where
p3 = Pr {GB(A) = 0,GA(B) = 0} is the probability that users
A andB do resolve each other simultaneously. The sump3+p4
equals the probability that userA does not resolve userB, i.e.,
p3 + p4 = Pr {GA(B) = 0} = p̄.

Interestingly, the outcomeg = [1, 0, 1] can not occur,
which is formally proven in the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Pr {g = [1, 0, 1]} = 0.

Proof: GA(B) = 1 andAB(A) = 0 imply that userA is
in a stopping setS of the graphAB. This stopping setS has
to be present in the graphGB as well sinceAB is a subgraph
of GB. Hence,GB(A) = 0, which completes the proof.



TABLE I: Possible outcomes of the handshake algorithm.
g = [GA(B), AB(A), GB(A)].

GA(B) AB(A) GB(A) Pr {g} Event
1 0 0 p1 Failure detected
1 1 0 p2 False handshake
0 x 0 p3 Auxiliary
0 x 1 p4 Auxiliary
1 1 1 p5 Successful handshake

III. PERFORMANCEANALYSIS

A. Induced Distribution

The performance of CSA exhibits a threshold behavior, i.e.,
all users are successfully resolved if the channel load is below
a certain threshold value whenn → ∞. The threshold depends
only on the degree distribution and is obtained via density
evolution [10]. A finite number of slots, however, gives riseto
an error floor in the PLR performance. In [1] it was shown that
the error floor can be accurately predicted based on the induced
distribution observed by the receiver. The induced distribution
for a degree-k receiver can be expressed similarly to (1), where

λ
(k)
d =

min{q,k+d}
∑

l=d

(

n−k
d

)(

k
l−d

)

(

n

l

) λl (3)

is the fraction of users of degreed as observed by userA if
it chooses degreek.

We define the PLR for a degree-d user as observed by a
degree-k receiver as

p̄
(k)
d =

w̄
(k)
d

m̄
(k)
d

=
w̄

(k)
d

mλ
(k)
d

, (4)

where m̄
(k)
d and w̄

(k)
d are the average number of all and

unresolved degree-d users for a degree-k receiver, respectively.
For degree-0 users,p(k)0 = 1 for all k.

B. Analytical Results

In this section, we are interested in describing the probabil-
ities p1 andp2. First, we observe that

p1 + p2 + p3 = Pr {GB(A) = 0} = p̄. (5)

From (5), we can immediately write that

p1 + p2 ≤ p̄. (6)

In the following, we tighten the bound in (6). The probability
p3 can be written as

p3 = Pr {GA(B) = 0}Pr {GB(A) = 0|GA(B) = 0} . (7)

The fact that the induced graphs for all users arise from the
same original graphG gives rise to dependency between users’
performance. This is expressed as the conditional probability
in the right-hand side of (7).

Examining (7), we conjecture that

p3 ≥ p̄2. (8)

For the asymptotic case, whenn → ∞, it is easy to show that
p3 = p̄2 since the probability for usersA andB to use the
same slots for transmission is zero.

For finite frame lengths, the rationale behind this conjecture
is as follows. Let us take a closer look at the conditional
probability in (7). We conjecture that

Pr {GB(A) = 0|GA(B) = 0} ≥ Pr {GB(A) = 0} . (9)

Using the law of total probability, we can write

Pr {GB(A) = 0|GA(B) = 0}Pr {GA(B) = 0}

+Pr {GB(A) = 0|GA(B) = 1}Pr {GA(B) = 1}

=Pr {GB(A) = 0} .

Exploiting Pr {GB(A) = 0} = Pr {GA(B) = 0} = p̄ gives

Pr {GB(A) = 0|GA(B) = 1}

=
p̄

1− p̄
(1− Pr {GB(A) = 0|GA(B) = 0}) . (10)

Therefore, showing (9) is equivalent to showing

Pr {GB(A) = 0|GA(B) = 1} ≤ Pr {GB(A) = 0} . (11)

Assuming an unequal error protection (UEP) property [6],
i.e., p̄(k)l+1 < p̄

(k)
l for a givenk, it can be shown that (11) and,

hence, (8)–(9) hold. The derivations are omitted due to lack
of space. The UEP property does hold whenn → ∞. It is
also easy to find a counterexample for extremely short frame
lengths, when it does not hold. For instance, consider a unicast
system (k = 0) with two users, two slots, and the distribution
λ(x) = 0.5x+0.5x2. For this toy example, the PLR for users
of different degrees can be found by hand, yieldingp̄

(0)
1 = 0.25

and p̄(0)2 = 0.5. However, from our extensive simulations, we
conjecture that the UEP property does hold for sufficiently
large values ofn. Proving it rigorously and characterizing
sufficient frame lengths is subject of ongoing work.

Using the conjecture in (8) together with (5), we can write
a tighter version of (6) as

p1 + p2 ≤ p̄(1− p̄). (12)

Next section presents numerical results and confirms the
conjectures made in this section.

IV. N UMERICAL RESULTS

In Fig. 3, we show simulation results for two different
distributions and frame lengthn = 200. The distribution
λ(x) = 0.25x2 + 0.6x3 + 0.15x8 is taken from [10], where
it was optimized for classical CSA based on the threshold
obtained via density evolution. The fraction of degree-2 users
was limited to 0.25 to yield low error floor. The second
distribution,λ(x) = 0.86x3 + 0.14x8, was optimized in [1]
based on error floor approximations to provide low error floor
for B-CSA.

The red and the green curves show the probabilitiesp1 and
p2, respectively, and characterize the handshake performance.
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Fig. 3: Handshake performance of userA in B-CSA for two different
distributions and the frame length ofn = 200 slots.

The blue curves show the PLR. From Fig. 3 we observe that
for low to moderate channel load

p1 + p2 ≈ p̄(1− p̄). (13)

Using (5), we conclude thatp3 ≈ p̄2, which, using (7), leads
to

Pr {GB(A) = 0|GA(B) = 0} ≈ p̄. (14)

Therefore, for low to moderate channel load, the probability
for users to overlap in some slots is very small, which explains
that the correlation between users’ performance is negligible.

Bearing in mind that̄p ≪ 1 in the error floor region, we

can further simplify (13) and write

p1 + p2 ≈ p̄. (15)

In other words, the probabilityPr {GB(A) = 0} = p̄ consists
of p1 andp2, so that userA manages to detect communication
failure eventsGB(A) = 0 in p1/p̄ ≈ 30% of the cases for
both distributions. We remark, however, that this ratio may
change depending on the distribution. This fact suggests a new
design criterion for optimizing the degree distribution, i.e., the
minimization of the probability of false handshakep2. We also
remark that the sum ofp1 + p2, shown with dashed purple
curves, is strictly smaller than̄p(1− p̄) (black dashed curves),
which is in agreement with the bound in (12).

V. CONCLUSIONS ANDFUTURE WORK

In this paper, we proposed a probabilistic handshake algo-
rithm for vehicular communications based on B-CSA. In the
rare cases of communication failure between two users, this
event can be detected by one of the users. The simulation
results show that around30% of such events can be detected
for the considered distributions. We also proposed analytical
bounds on the performance of the handshake algorithm, which
match well the simulation results. The analytical bounds rely
on the UEP property of CSA, for which a rigorous proof for
finite frame lengths is left for future work.
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